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Probing the elastic response of lipid bilayers and
nanovesicles to leaflet tensions via volume per
lipid†

Miftakh F. Zamaletdinov,a Markus S. Miettinen *abc and Reinhard Lipowsky *a

Biological and biomimetic membranes are based on lipid bilayers, consisting of two monolayers or

leaflets. One important but challenging physical parameter of these membranes is their tension. For a

long time, this tension was explicitly or implicitly taken to be the bilayer tension, acting on the whole

bilayer membrane. More recently, it has been realized that it is useful to decompose the bilayer tension

into two leaflet tensions and that these tensions are accessible to molecular dynamics simulations.

To divide the bilayer up into two leaflets, it is necessary to introduce a midsurface that defines the

spatial extent of the two leaflets. In previous studies, this midsurface was obtained from the density

profiles across the bilayer and was then used to compute the molecular area per lipid. Here, we develop

an alternative approach based on three-dimensional Voronoi tessellation and molecular volume per

lipid. Using this volume-based approach, we determine the reference states with tensionless leaflets as

well as the optimal volumes and areas per lipid. The optimal lipid volumes have practically the same

value in both leaflets, irrespective of the size and curvature of the nanovesicles, whereas the optimal

lipid areas are different for the two leaflets and depend on the vesicle size. In addition, we introduce

lateral volume compressibilities to describe the elastic response of the lipid volume to the leaflet

tensions. We show that the outer leaflet of a nanovesicle is more densely packed and less compressible

than the inner leaflet and that this difference becomes more pronounced for smaller vesicles.

1 Introduction

Biological membranes are an essential part of the living cell.
On the molecular scale, each biological membrane consists of a
specific and complex assortment of many different lipids and
membrane proteins. However, in spite of this chemical diver-
sity, the basic building block of all biomembranes is provided
by a fluid bilayer of lipid molecules.1–3 Therefore, the simplest
biomimetic membranes are lipid bilayers in their fluid state,
without any proteins.4–7 One important but challenging physi-
cal parameter of these membranes is their tension. For a long
time, the experimentally and theoretically studied tension was
taken to be the bilayer tension that acts within the whole
bilayer membrane. A widely used method to measure the
bilayer tension experimentally is provided by micropipette

aspiration, which has been used for different cell types such
as red blood cells,8,9 neutrophils, i.e., certain types of white
blood cells,9,10 and fibroblasts11 as well as for giant unilamellar
vesicles.12,13 The aspiration method can be combined with
magnetic14 and optical tweezers15–17 to pull membrane nano-
tubes from the cells and vesicles. By modifying the externally
applied forces exerted by the magnetic and optical tweezers,
one can directly control the bilayer tension within the cell and
vesicle membranes. For neutrophils, the bilayer tension was
identified with the cortical tension generated by the actomyosin
cortex.18–20 For fibroblasts, this tension was decomposed into
the cortical tension and another tension that remains after the
cortex has been disassembled chemically.11 In the theory of
curvature elasticity, the bilayer tension is conjugate to the total
membrane area and can be used as a Lagrange multiplier to
compute the bending energy under the constraint of constant
area.21–23 Strong adhesion of vesicles to a substrate surface
leads to adhesion-induced tension and to apparent (or effec-
tive) contact angles,24 which can be directly observed in the
light microscope25,26 and used to stabilize networks of adhering
vesicles connected by nanotubes.27,28

In molecular dynamics simulations as used here, the bilayer
tension is obtained by computing the stress profile across the
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bilayer membrane and by integrating this profile along a
coordinate perpendicular to the bilayer.29,30 When the bilayer
is divided up into its two leaflets, the bilayer tension S is
decomposed into two leaflet tensions, S1 and S2, with S =
S1 + S2.30–34 Each leaflet tension can be positive or negative
depending on the number of lipids that are assembled in the
leaflet. A positive leaflet tension implies that the leaflet is
stretched whereas a negative leaflet tension describes a com-
pressed leaflet. Furthermore, for a given number of lipids, the
bilayer exhibits a unique reference state, in which both leaflet
tensions vanish, S1 = S2 = 0.

Here, we examine both planar bilayers and bilayers that
form spherical nanovesicles as shown in Fig. 1. These bilayer
systems differ in their membrane curvature. The mean curva-
ture of the planar bilayer vanishes whereas the mean curvature
of a nanovesicle is equal to the inverse vesicle radius. Thus, the
smallest nanovesicle in Fig. 1b has the largest mean curvature.

Starting from the reference states with vanishing leaflet
tensions, we explore certain types of elastic deformations. For
planar bilayers, we distinguish elastic deformations corres-
ponding to ‘equal leaflet tensions’ (ELTs) from deformations
with ‘opposite leaflet tensions’ (OLTs). During an ELT deforma-
tion with S2 = S1, the two leaflets of the bilayer are stretched or
compressed in the same manner. The OLT deformations with
S2 = �S1, on the other hand, are obtained from the reference
state by reshuffling lipids from one leaflet to the other, while
the total lipid number of the bilayer is kept constant. The same
procedure defines OLT deformations of vesicle bilayers. It turns
out, however, that ELT deformations of vesicle bilayers cannot
be obtained via a simple procedure. Therefore, for nanovesi-
cles, we replace ELT deformations by elastic deformations
arising from vesicle inflation or deflation (VID), corresponding
to an increase or reduction of the vesicle volume.

Planar bilayers are convenient from a computational point
of view because their reference state with vanishing leaflet
tensions is provided by a symmetric bilayer that involves the
same number of lipids in both leaflets. Furthermore, for a
planar and symmetric bilayer, vanishing bilayer tension with
S = S1 + S2 = 0 implies vanishing leaflet tensions with S1 = S2 = 0.

Planar lipid bilayers can be experimentally prepared as black lipid
membranes35 and pore-spanning membranes36 but both model
membranes have a relatively short lifetime because they experi-
ence large bilayer tensions arising from the adhesion to the
underlying substrate surface. Nanovesicles, on the other hand,
are built up from freely suspended bilayers in aqueous solution
which form closed surfaces to avoid bilayer edges. After osmotic
equilibration, the bilayers of these nanovesicles can attain a state
of vanishing bilayer tension.

Both synthetic and cellular nanovesicles have been experi-
mentally studied. Synthetic nanovesicles are assembled from
lipid molecules, using a variety of preparation methods,37,38

which produce a wide range of vesicle sizes. We will consider
nanovesicles with diameters below 50 nm as in Fig. 1b–e, which
have emerged as promising modules for lipid nanotechnology.
Indeed, these vesicles have been shown to provide potent
platforms for dermal and transdermal drug delivery.39–43

In particular, they have been applied to a variety of skin
diseases such as skin cancer44 and psoriasis.45 More recently,
such nanovesicles have emerged as nanocarriers for the packa-
ging and delivery of small interfering RNA therapeutics, used to
silence various pathways of gene expression,46–48 and for the
delivery of mRNA vaccines, which became crucial during the
COVID-19 pandemic.47,49,50

On the other hand, cellular nanovesicles such as exosomes
and extracellular vesicles are released from almost every type of
living cell51 and are crucial for the chemical communication
between the cells. These vesicles have been proposed as possi-
ble biomarkers for diseases52,53 and as potential drug delivery
systems.54,55

Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2.1, we describe
the fluid-elastic behavior of planar bilayers. We first discuss the
area per lipid in the two bilayer leaflets as well as the two leaflet
tensions. To compute the leaflet tensions for a certain planar
bilayer, we need to determine its midplane. We introduce a new
protocol, called VORON, for the computation of this midplane.
The protocol is based on the volumes of the coarse-grained
molecules as determined by Voronoi tessellation. The two
leaflet tensions are then used to define a two-dimensional

Fig. 1 Simulation snapshots of planar bilayer and spherical nanovesicles with vanishing leaflet tensions: (a) cross-section of planar bilayer containing
Nlip = 1682 lipids, with a lateral extension of about 26 nm; (b)–(e) Half cuts of nanovesicles assembled from Nlip = 1500 lipids in (b); 2525 lipids in (c);
6312 lipids in (d); and 10 100 lipids in (e). The diameter of these vesicles varies from 14 nm in (b) to 37 nm in (e). Color code for lipids: Green head groups
and blue hydrocarbon chains in the lower and inner leaflets; red heads and yellow chains in the upper and outer leaflets. All bilayer systems are
surrounded by plenty of water molecules (not shown).
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parameter space for all planar bilayer states. In this parameter
space, we focus on two orthogonal paths, which describe ELT
and OLT deformations. We determine the optimal area per
lipid as well as the area compressibility and show that the area
compressibility modulus is different for ELT and OLT deforma-
tions. In addition, we use the VORON protocol to determine the
optimal volume per lipid as well as the lateral volume compres-
sibility moduli of the two leaflets. The latter moduli describe
the elastic response of the lipid volumes to the leaflet tensions.

The fluid-elastic behavior of nanovesicles is studied in
Section 2.2. We vary the mean curvature of the nanovesicles
as in Fig. 1 and determine the curvature dependence of the
elastic properties of the vesicle bilayers. First, we generalize the
VORON protocol to nanovesicles and describe how this proto-
col can be used to compute the midsurface of the vesicle
bilayers and to determine the areas per lipid from the volumes
per lipid. We focus on two elastic deformations of the vesicle
bilayers as provided by OLT deformations with S2 = �S1 and by
those arising from vesicle inflation and deflation (VID). We use
two previously described methods to estimate the optimal area
per lipid and show that these two methods predict qualitatively
different curvature dependencies for the optimal area per lipid
in the two leaflets. The area compressibility modulus, on the
other hand, is found to be quite similar for the two methods.
We then apply three-dimensional Voronoi tessellation to the
vesicle bilayers and determine the optimal volume per lipid as
well as the lateral volume compressibilities within the two
leaflets. The optimal lipid volume is found to be very similar
in the two leaflets whereas their lateral volume compressibili-
ties are quite different, with the outer leaflet being less com-
pressible than the inner one. We also show that our approach
based on Voronoi tessellation provides a simpler and unique
method to compute the midsurface radius of the vesicle bilayer.
Because the value of this radius is essential in order to decom-
pose the bilayer tension into two leaflet tensions, the Voronoi
tessellation greatly facilitate this decomposition. Our study
demonstrates that all nanovesicles possess outer leaflets that
are more densely packed and less compressible than the inner
leaflets. In addition, we also show that both the area and the
lateral volume compressibilities of the outer leaflets increase
with the mean curvature of the vesicles.

2 Results
2.1 Elastic behavior of planar bilayers

2.1.1 Areas per lipid and leaflet tensions. We first look at
planar bilayers which consist of a lower and an upper leaflet,
for which we use the subscripts ll and ul, respectively.
We assemble Nll and Nul lipids in these two leaflets, using a
simulation box with a certain base area A8. The (projected)
areas per lipid, all and aul, in the two leaflets are then given by

all �
Ak
Nll

and aul �
Ak
Nul

: (1)

When both leaflets are tensionless as in Fig. 1a, the two areas
per lipid attain the optimal (or relaxed) values a0

ll and a0
ul = a0

ll.

The equality between the two optimal areas per lipid follows
from the symmetry of a planar bilayer with the same number of
lipids in each leaflet. The bilayer with tensionless leaflets
provides the reference system for the bilayer system under
consideration. The reference system for the planar bilayer in
Fig. 1a, is assembled from Nul = Nll = 841 lipids. An oblique view
of this symmetric and tensionless bilayer is displayed in Fig. 2a
further below. Note that the areas per lipid in the two leaflets,
as given by eqn (1) for a planar bilayer, do not require any
decomposition of this bilayer into its two leaflets.

2.1.2 Midplane separating the two bilayer leaflets. On the
other hand, to calculate the leaflet tensions, we need to
decompose the bilayer tension into the contributions from its
two leaflets. This decomposition is based on the bilayer’s
midplane, which represents the molecular interface between
the two leaflets and divides the bilayer up into these
leaflets.31–33 In the planar bilayer simulations, we impose
periodic boundary conditions in the x- and y-directions parallel
to the bilayer and denote the Cartesian coordinate perpendi-
cular to it by z. The location of the midplane is then fully
characterized by its z-value, z = zmid, see eqn (47) in the Methods
section.

Fig. 2 Three-dimensional Voronoi tessellation of the molecular model
built up from different types of beads: (a) conformation of planar bilayer
with tensionless leaflets and Nll = Nul = 841. The lipids in the lower leaflet
have green head groups and blue chain beads; the lipids in the upper
leaflet have red head groups and yellow chain beads; (b) typical confor-
mation of a single lipid molecule within the upper leaflet in ball-and-stick
representation; (c) Polyhedral Voronoi cells assigned to each bead of the
bilayer in panel a; and (d) Voronoi cells assigned to each bead of the lipid
molecule in panel b.
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For symmetric planar bilayers, which contain the same
number of lipids in both leaflets, the midplane coincides with
the plane of symmetry. Thus, for a symmetric bilayer, any
density profile, r = r(z), across the bilayer is mirror symmetric
with respect to z = zmid. This symmetry applies both to the
reference state with tensionless leaflets and to all ELT deforma-
tions of this reference state. On the other hand, this symmetry
is lost for asymmetric bilayers with a different number of lipids
in the two leaflets and, in particular, for all OLT deformations
of the reference state.

Several protocols have been previously developed in order to
determine the midplane location for asymmetric bilayers.31–33

The simplest protocol, denoted by CHAIN, is to identify the
location of the midplane with the z-value, at which the density
of the hydrocarbon chains has an extremum. In the coarse-
grained molecular dynamics simulations used here, this extre-
mum is a maximum. For the coarse-grained Martini force field,
the extremum of the chain density is a minimum.56 In the
following, we will introduce a new protocol, called VORON, to
compute the midplane location for asymmetric bilayers. This
protocol uses Voronoi tessellation to compute the volumes of
the coarse-grained molecules and will be applied to both planar
bilayers and to the spherical bilayers of nanovesicles.

2.1.3 Molecular volumes from Voronoi tessellation.
To unambiguously calculate the volumes occupied by the
coarse-grained molecules, we use three-dimensional Voronoi
tessellation. As explained in the Methods section, the mole-
cules are built up from different types of spherical beads.
The Voronoi tessellation method assigns a polyhedral cell
to each bead, such that all points in this cell are closer to
the center of the chosen bead than to the center of any other
bead. In Fig. 2, we provide examples for the tessellation of a
planar bilayer conformation and for the tessellation of an
individual lipid molecule. The Voronoi tessellation is per-
formed within the LAMMPS package,57 which uses the Voro++
library.58

The volume of each Voronoi cell can be calculated using the
coordinates of its vertices. Summing up the volumes of those
polyhedral cells that belong to a particular subcompartment of
the system, we get the volume VlW of the water subcompart-
ment below the bilayer, the volume Vll of the lower leaflet, the
volume Vul of the upper leaflet, and the volume VuW of the water
subcompartment above the bilayer. The volumes per lipid in
the lower and upper leaflet of the planar bilayer are then
obtained by

vll ¼
Vll

Nll
and vul ¼

Vul

Nul
; (2)

dividing the leaflet volume of each leaflet by the number of
lipids assembled in this leaflet.

2.1.4 Midplane location from subcompartment volumes.
Using the volumes of the different subcompartments as deter-
mined by Voronoi tessellation, we can now define the VORON
protocol to compute the midplane location zmid. The
z-coordinate perpendicular to the planar bilayer is taken to
vary within the range �Lz r z r + Lz and the base area is

denoted by A8 as before. The geometry of the simulation box
then implies

(Lz + zmid)A8 = Vll + VlW (3)

where Vll and VlW are the volumes of the lower leaflet and of the
water subcompartment below this leaflet as previously men-
tioned. Likewise, the z-coordinate zmid of the midplane can be
obtained via

(Lz � zmid)A8 = Vul + VuW (4)

in terms of the volumes Vul and VuW corresponding to the upper
leaflet and to the upper water subcompartment. The two
relationships in eqn (3) and (4) both determine the midplane
coordinate z = zmid in terms of known geometric parameters,
giving identical values within the numerical accuracy.

2.1.5 Optimal area per lipid and area compressibilities. As
mentioned, the reference states with tensionless leaflets are
provided by symmetric bilayers with Nul = Nll, that is, with the
same number of lipids in the lower and upper leaflet. For
Nul = Nll = 841, our simulations lead to the numerical values

a0
ll = a0

ul = (1.219 � 0.002)d2 � a0 (5)

for the optimal areas per lipid of the symmetric planar bilayer,
where d is the basic length scale in our simulation setup as
provided by the bead diameter, see Methods section. Essen-
tially the same optimal area per lipid is obtained for other
symmetric bilayers with Nul = Nll = 600 and Nul = Nll = 1000
(Table S1, ESI†). As in previous studies,30,31 we calibrate the
bead diameter d by identifying the bilayer thickness of 5d, as
determined by the simulations, with the typical thickness of
about 4 nm for phospholipid bilayers such as DMPC or SOPC,59

which leads to d C 0.8 nm.
The base area A0

8 of the reference state with Nul = Nll = 841 is
then given by

A0
8 � 841a0 = 1024.6d2. (6)

Furthermore, we define the dimensionless area dilations

Dall �
all � a0

a0
and Daul �

aul � a0

a0
; (7)

which describe the deviations of the actual area per lipid in the
two leaflets from the optimal area per lipid. To leading order in
the area dilations, the elastic response of the two leaflets to the
leaflet tensions Sll and Sul is described by

Sll � KllDall ¼ Kll
all � a0

a0
(8)

and

Sul � KulDaul ¼ Kul
aul � a0

a0
; (9)

which defines the area compressibility moduli Kll and Kul of the
two leaflets.

2.1.6 Equal and opposite leaflet tensions. To proceed, we
introduce the two-dimensional parameter space displayed in
Fig. 3, which is spanned by the leaflet tensions Sll and Sul.
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To characterize the elastic response of the planar bilayers, we
focus on two elastic deformations defined by either equal or
opposite leaflet tensions.

First, we consider the elastic deformations with equal leaflet
tensions (ELTs), Sll = Sul, which implies the bilayer tension

S = Sll + Sul = 2Sll = 2Sul (ELT deformation).
(10)

Both leaflets are stretched for positive leaflet tensions, Sll =
Sul 4 0, but compressed for negative tensions, Sll = Sul o 0.
The ELT states can be generated for symmetric bilayers with
Nul = Nll by starting from the reference state with tensionless
leaflets and changing the base area of the simulation box
for constant lipid number (and constant box volume), see
Fig. 4a and b.

Second, we consider planar bilayers with opposite leaflet
tensions (OLTs), Sll = �Sul, leading to one stretched and one
compressed leaflet. These bilayers experience the bilayer
tension

S = Sll + Sul = 0 (OLT deformation). (11)

The OLT states can be obtained from the symmetric and
tensionless reference state by reshuffling a certain number of
lipids from one leaflet to the other. Using the VORON protocol
for the location of the midsurface, we obtain the black data in
Fig. 3. We also determined the leaflet tension space for planar

bilayers using the CHAIN protocol, which is compared with the
VORON results in Fig. S1 (ESI†).

2.1.7 Area compressibilities of planar leaflets. Using the
linear tension-area relationships in eqn (8) and (9), we calculate
the area compressibility moduli Kll and Kul of the two leaflets.

Elastic ELT deformations. For the ELT deformations, we vary
the base area of the simulation box, for fixed number of lipids
and constant box volume, and measure the resulting bilayer
tension from which the leaflet tensions are obtained via Sll =
Sul = S/2. We study a symmetric bilayer with Nul = Nll = 841 and
two alternative bilayer patch sizes with 600 and 1000 lipids per
leaflet. The data for Nul = Nll = 841 are displayed in Fig. 4. Note
that bilayer compression leads to buckling, so the projected

Fig. 3 Leaflet tension space for planar bilayers that contain a total number
of Nll + Nul = 1682 lipids. The two coordinates are the leaflet tensions
Sll and Sul in the lower and upper leaflets. Negative and positive leaflet
tensions describe compressed and stretched leaflets. The reference state
with tensionless leaflets, corresponding to Sll = Sul = 0, is obtained for the
symmetric bilayer with Nll = Nul = 841 lipids. The red data points describe
elastic deformations with equal leaflet tensions (ELT), Sll = Sul. The black
data represent bilayers with opposite leaflet tensions (OLT), Sll = �Sul. All
OLT states can be obtained from the reference state by reshuffling lipids
from one leaflet to the other and adjusting the base area of the simulation
box to obtain tensionless bilayers. The midplanes of the asymmetric OLT
states are calculated using the VORON protocol.

Fig. 4 Elastic ELT deformations for symmetric planar bilayer with Nll =
Nul = 841 lipids. The midplanes of the symmetric ELT states are identical
with their symmetry planes: (a) and (b) Simulation snapshots of a bilayer for
two different base areas of the simulation box as given by A8 = (31.5d)2 in
(a) and A8 = (32.95d)2 in (b). The volume of the simulation box has the same
value in (a) and (b). (c) Leaflet tension Sle = Sll = Sul versus projected area
per lipid, a. Mean values and standard deviations obtained from 30 values
(each averaged over 100 snapshots separated by 500Dt, see Methods
section) of 3 replica simulations. Linear fit to stretching part (filled data
points) leads to the dashed line with 95% prediction band. The open data
points are not used for this fit. Slope and intercept of the linear fit define
the values of the area compressibility and the optimal area per lipid via
eqn (8) and (9). For the numerical values of the data, see Table S2 (ESI†).
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area per lipid starts to deviate from the true area per lipid and
the stress profile values become unreliable (open diamonds in
Fig. 4).

From the linear fit to the data in Fig. 4, we obtain the
optimal area per lipid, a0, as given by eqn (5) and the area
compressibility moduli

Kll = Kul � KELT = (13.38 � 0.14)kBT/d2 (12)

for elastic ELT deformations. These parameter values are in line
with the values obtained in ref. 31 for a bilayer with 841 lipids
in each leaflet. Furthermore, we find similar values for the
bilayer patches with 600 and 1000 lipids per leaflet (Table S1,
ESI†). Using d = 0.8 nm, the area compressibility modulus KELT

as given by eqn (12) becomes equal to 86 mN m�1 at room
temperature, which is about 59% of the experimentally mea-
sured value for GUV bilayers of DMPC and about 43% of the
value for GUV bilayers of SOPC.12

Elastic OLT deformations. For the OLT deformations, corres-
ponding to the black data in Fig. 3, we start again from the
reference state with tensionless leaflets, which implies the
same optimal area per lipid, a0, as for the ELT deformation.
We subsequently reshuffle the lipids from one leaflet to the
other, keeping the total lipid number Nll + Nul constant and
imposing the constraint of vanishing bilayer tension S = Sll +
Sul = 0. As a consequence, one leaflet becomes compressed by a
negative leaflet tension whereas the other leaflet becomes
stretched by a positive leaflet tension. A bilayer with one
compressed and one stretched leaflet is no longer symmetric
and the location zmid of the bilayer midsurface deviates from its
location for a symmetric bilayer.

The data corresponding to OLT deformations of a planar
bilayer with Nll + Nul = 1682 lipids are displayed in Fig. 5, where
we use the lipid number Nul in the upper leaflet as the basic
control parameter for the reshuffling process. As shown in
Fig. 5a, when the areas per lipid, aul and all, of the upper and
lower leaflets are plotted as functions of Nul, they form two
branches, which cross for the symmetric bilayer, which con-
tains the same lipid number, Nul = Nll = 841, in both leaflets.
Likewise, the leaflet tensions Sul and Sll as displayed in Fig. 5b
form two branches that cross for the symmetric bilayer, for
which Sul = Sll = 0. A combination of the two data sets in Fig. 5a
and b leads to the leaflet tensions as functions of area per lipid
as shown in Fig. 5c.

The two leaflet tensions as displayed in Fig. 5b are computed
by using the VORON protocol for the location of the midplane,
as described in Section 2.1.4, and by decomposing the bilayer
tension as in eqn (47) in the Methods section. The asymmetric
OLT states of planar bilayers were also studied using the CHAIN
protocol. The resulting data are displayed in Fig. S2 (ESI†).
Inspection of the latter figure shows that, for planar bilayers,
the CHAIN data are quite similar to the VORON data in Fig. 5.

Even though the OLT deformed bilayers are not symmetric,
the reference state with tensionless leaflets is symmetric with
respect to swapping the lower with the upper leaflet. Therefore,
the area compressibility moduli Kll and Kul in eqn (8) and (9)

must have the same value. A linear fit to the filled data points in
Fig. 5c that are closest to vanishing leaflet tension then leads to
the area compressibility moduli

Kll = Kul � KOLT = (19.9 � 0.5)kBT/d2 (13)

for elastic OLT deformations of the bilayers (Table S4, ESI†).
Note that KOLT is roughly 49% larger than KELT for ELT
deformations as given by eqn (12).

The data for the OLT-deformed bilayers in Fig. 5c display a
non-linear tension-area relationship, which are not accounted
for by the first-order expressions in eqn (8) and (9). To estimate
the linear regime, for which these first-order expressions
are reliable, we introduce a second-order correction term and

Fig. 5 Elastic OLT deformations for planar bilayer with total lipid number
Nll + Nul = 1682. The midplanes of the asymmetric OLT states are
calculated via the VORON protocol: (a) areas per lipid and (b) leaflet
tensions versus number of lipids, Nul, in the upper leaflet. Black up-
triangles correspond to the upper leaflet and red down-triangles to the
lower one. In (a) and (b), filled data points are the results of simulations,
hollow data points are obtained by interchanging the lipid numbers and
leaflet tensions between the two leaflets according to Nll

0 ¼ Nul, Nul
0 ¼ Nll,

Sll
0 ¼ Sul, and Sul

0 ¼ Sll; and (c) Leaflet tensions versus projected area per
lipid, ale. The filled data symbols represent those data that belong to the
linear regime and fulfill the linearity condition |Dale| o KOLT/10K0. The gray
shaded band indicates the 95% prediction band for the linear fit. The
numerical values of the data are displayed in Table S3 (ESI†).
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extend the tension-area relationships according to

Sle ¼ KOLTDale þ K 0Dale2 ¼ KOLT
ale � a0

a0
þ K 0

ale � a0

a0

� �2

¼ K 0
ale

a0

� �2
þ KOLT � 2K 0ð Þale

a0
þ K 0 � KOLT

(14)

where the subscript le stands for the upper or lower leaflet ul or
ll, with the second-order correction terms proportional to K0.
We use the tension–area relationship in eqn (14), which is of
second order in Dale, to obtain a least squares fit to the data as
shown in Fig. S2c (ESI†). Using the resulting numerical values
for the three parameters a0, KOLT and K0, we define the linear
regime by the condition |Dale| o KOLT/10K0. The data points
that satisfy this condition are displayed in Fig. 5c as filled
symbols.

When we use a linear fit for these filled data points, we
recover the optimal area per lipid, a0 = 1.219d2 for the sym-
metric bilayer with 841 lipids in each leaflet as in eqn (5),
corresponding to the reference state with tensionless leaflets.
The numerical values obtained for the other planar bilayer
patches with 600 and 1000 lipids per leaflet are listed in
Tables S3 and S4 (ESI†).

2.1.8 Volume per lipid and lateral volume compressibil-
ities. Next, we introduce the volume per lipid and the lateral
volume compressibility to obtain another measure for the
leaflet elasticity. First, we define vul and vll to be the volume
per lipid in the upper and lower leaflet of the planar bilayer. For
a reference state with tensionless leaflets, these two volumes
per lipid have the same value which represents the optimal
volume per lipid, v0. For bilayers consisting of Nll + Nul = 1682
lipids, this optimal value is

v0 = (3.566 � 0.001)d3 (15)

as obtained from Voronoi tessellation (Table S5, ESI†). Inspec-
tion of these tables shows that essentially the same optimal
volume per lipid is obtained for bilayers with Nll = Nul = 600 and
Nll = Nul = 1000.

Small deviations of the volumes per lipid, vll and vul, from
their optimal volume are described by the volume dilations of
the lower and upper leaflet which are defined by

Dvll �
vll � v0

v0
and Dvul �

vul � v0

v0
; (16)

in close analogy to the area dilations in eqn (7).
To first order in the volume dilations, the elastic response of

the two leaflets to the leaflet tensions Sll and Sul is now
described by the tension–volume relations

Sll � BllDvll ¼ Bll
vll � v0

v0
(17)

and

Sul � BulDvul ¼ Bul
vul � v0

v0
(18)

which define the lateral volume compressibilities Bll and Bul of
the lower and upper bilayer leaflets.

The lateral volume compressibilities Bll and Bul as intro-
duced in eqn (17) and (18) describe the elastic response of
the volumes per lipid in the two bilayer leaflets to the
respective leaflet tensions. These lateral volume compressibil-
ities should be distinguished from the bulk compressibility
modulus KV as usually studied in the literature, which repre-
sents the elastic response of the bilayer volume to the bulk
pressure.60,61 Note that the physical dimension of the lateral
volume compressibilities is energy per area whereas the
physical dimension of the bulk compressibility modulus is
energy per volume.

2.1.9 ELT and OLT deformations versus volume per lipid.
For an ELT deformation of the planar bilayer, the two leaflets
experience the same leaflet tension Sul = Sll = Sle. The corres-
ponding lateral volume compressibilities are

Bll = Bul � BELT = (156 � 3)kBT/d2 (19)

as follows from the data in Fig. 6. Very similar BELT-values are
found for other planar bilayer sizes, see Table S5a (ESI†).

In Fig. 7, OLT deformations of the planar bilayer are
displayed in terms of the leaflet tensions as functions of the
volume per lipid, vle. As in Fig. 5, the data in Fig. 7 again exhibit
slightly non-linear behavior, which can be fitted by the

Fig. 6 Elastic ELT deformations of a symmetric planar bilayer with Nul =
Nll = 841. The midplanes of the symmetric ELT states are identical with
their symmetry planes: Leaflet tension Sle = Sul = Sll as function of volume
per lipid, vle = vul = vll. The dotted vertical line is located at the optimal lipid
volume vle = v0 = 3.566d3. The linear fit is based on the filled data symbols.
Mean values and standard deviations obtained from 30 statistically inde-
pendent values of 3 replica simulations. Each of these 30 values is obtained
as an average over 100 snapshots, see Methods. Slope and intercept of the
linear fit define the values for lateral volume compressibility and optimal
volume per lipid via eqn (17). The linear fit leads to the dashed line, the grey
shaded band represents the 95% prediction band. The numerical values of
the data are displayed in Table S2 (ESI†).
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expression

Sle ¼ BOLTDvle þ B0Dvle2 ¼ BOLT
vle � v0

v0le
þ B0

vle � v0

v0le

� �2

¼ B
0 vle

v0le

� �2

þ BOLT � 2B0ð Þvle
v0le
þ B0 � BOLTð Þ

(20)

where the subscript ‘le’ stands for ul or ll, corresponding to the
upper or lower leaflet, with second-order correction terms
proportional to B0. We use the tension–volume relationship in
eqn (20) to obtain a least squares fit to the data as shown in
Fig. S3 (ESI†). Using the resulting values for v0, BOLT, and B0, we
define the linear regime by the condition |Dvle| o B0/(10BOLT).
The data points that satisfy this condition are displayed in
Fig. 7 as filled symbols and lead to the dashed line in Fig. 7. As
a result of this fitting procedure, we obtain the lateral volume
compressibility moduli

Bll = Bul � BOLT = (172 � 4)kBT/d2 (21)

for elastic OLT deformations of the bilayers. Note that the
lateral compressibility modulus BOLT is roughly 10% larger
than the modulus BELT for ELT deformations as given by
eqn (19). Very similar BOLT-values are obtained for other planar
bilayer sizes (Table S5b, ESI†).

2.2 Elastic behavior of nanovesicles

2.2.1 Four sizes of nanovesicles. We study nanovesicles of
four different sizes, assembled from Nil + Nol = 1500, 2525,
6312, and 10 100 lipids, as shown in Fig. 1. In all four cases,
the areas per lipid have different values in the two leaflets. To
demonstrate this feature, we first extend the VORON protocol,
as described in Section 2.1.3 and illustrated in Fig. 2, from
planar bilayers to the case of vesicle bilayers. The VORON
protocol for nanovesicles avoids the shortcomings of previous

protocols30,34,56 which are based on areas per lipid and neces-
sarily involve some kind of projection onto the curved surfaces
of the vesicle bilayers.

2.2.2 VORON protocol for nanovesicles. The VORON pro-
tocol for nanovesicles is based on the computation of the
molecular volumes using again three-dimensional Voronoi
tessellation, in close analogy to the corresponding procedure
for planar bilayers in 2.1.3.

The volumes of the inner and outer leaflets of the vesicle
bilayer are denoted by Vil and Vol and are computed by sum-
ming up the volumes of all polyhedral cells as in the case of
planar bilayers (Fig. 2). The volumes per lipid, vil and vol, of the
inner and outer leaflets are then obtained by dividing the leaflet
volumes by the number of lipids, Nil and Nol, which leads to

vil ¼
Vil

Nil
and vol ¼

Vol

Nol
: (22)

These lipid volumes vary with the leaflet tensions Sil and Sol in
the inner and outer leaflets. One example for this dependence
is shown in Fig. 8 for a vesicle bilayer assembled from a total
number of Nil + Nol = 1500 lipids. Inspection of this figure
shows that the optimal lipid volumes for the outer and inner
leaflet have almost identical but slightly different values as
given by

v0
il = (3.5790 � 0.0004)d3 (23)

for the inner leaflet and by

v0
ol = (3.5612 � 0.0003)d3 (24)

for the outer leaflet of the vesicle, corresponding to the vertical
dashed lines in Fig. 8. Therefore, the optimal lipid volumes for
the inner and outer leaflets differ by less than one percent but
this small difference is still large compared to the error bars
obtained from the statistical data analysis.

Fig. 7 OLT deformations of planar bilayer assembled from Nll + Nul =
1682 lipids. The midplanes of the asymmetric OLT states are computed via
the VORON protocol: Leaflet tensions Sul and Sll as functions of the
volume per lipid, vle. The dotted vertical line is located at the optimal lipid
volume v = v0 = 3.566d3. Filled data symbols represent those v-values
that belong to the linear regime and fulfill the linearity condition |Dv| o
BOLT/(10B0). The linear fit to these filled data is displayed by the dashed line,
the grey shaded band represents the 95% prediction band. The numerical
values of the data are displayed in Table S3 (ESI†).

Fig. 8 Elastic OLT deformations of the smallest nanovesicles with a total
number of Nil + Nol = 1500 lipids. The midsurfaces of the vesicle bilayers
are computed via the VORON protocol: Leaflet tensions Sle = Sol and Sil of
the outer (black data, up-pointing triangles) and inner leaflets (red data,
down-pointing triangles) versus volumes per lipid, vle = vil and vle = vol, in
the two leaflets of the tensionless bilayers. The two dotted vertical lines are
located at the optimal lipid volumes v = v0

ol C 3.56d3 and v = v0
il C 3.58d3 of

the outer and inner leaflet. The filled data symbols close to the optimal lipid
volumes are used for linear fits as in eqn (26) and (27), leading to the black
and red dashed lines with 95% prediction bands (shaded). The numerical
values of the data are in Table S7 (ESI†).
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The deviations of the lipid volumes from their optimal
values define the volume dilations

Dvil �
vil � v0il

v0il
and Dvol �

vol � v0ol
v0ol

; (25)

for the inner and outer leaflets. The elastic response of the two
leaflets to the leaflet tensions Sil and Sol is now described by
the tension–volume relations

Sil � BilDvil ¼ Bil
vil � v0il

v0il
(26)

and

Sol � BolDvol ¼ Bol

vol � v0ol
v0ol

(27)

to first order in these volume dilations, which define the lateral
volume compressibilities Bil and Bol. For notational simplicity,
we omit the subscript OLT from these moduli.

The OLT data in Fig. 8 exhibit slightly non-linear behavior,
similar to the OLT data for planar bilayers in Fig. 7. This
nonlinear behavior can again be fitted to the second-order
expression in eqn (20), where the subscript ‘le’ now stands for
ol and il, corresponding to the outer and inner leaflets. This
second-order fit is displayed in Fig. S4 (ESI†).

2.2.3 Vesicle radii from compartment volumes. The VORON
method can be extended to obtain a simple and unique procedure
to compute the midsurface radius Rmid of the vesicle bilayer as
well as the radii RiH and RoH of the inner and outer head group
layers. The simulation box is a cube with volume L3, in which the
closed surface of the vesicle creates two separate water compart-
ments, the inner water compartment with volume ViW and the
outer water compartment with volume VoW. The midsurface
radius Rmid of the vesicle bilayer can then be computed in two
ways, either by using the geometric relation

4p
3
Rmid

3 ¼ Vil þ ViW (28)

or via the alternative geometric relation

4p
3
Rmid

3 ¼ L3 � VoW � Vol; (29)

which depends on the volume L3 of the simulation box, the
volume VoW of the outer water compartment, and the volume
Vol of the outer leaflet. The two relationships in eqn (28) and
(29) give identical values for Rmid within the numerical
accuracy.

Likewise, we can calculate the radii RiH and RoH of the inner
and outer head group layers from the inner and outer water
volume using the relationships

4p
3
RiH

3 ¼ ViW and
4p
3
RoH

3 ¼ L3 � VoW: (30)

The radii Rmid, RiH, and RoH as obtained via eqn (28)–(30) are
listed in Table S9 (ESI†) for all four vesicle sizes.

2.2.4 Areas per lipid from volumes per lipid. Using the
vesicle radii Rmid, RiH, and RoH as determined by the VORON
protocol via eqn (28)–(30), we can also compute the thicknesses

of the two leaflets. Indeed, the thicknesses cil and col of the
inner and outer leaflets are given by

cil = Rmid � RiH and col = RoH � Rmid. (31)

Finally, dividing the volumes per lipid by the leaflet thick-
nesses, we can express the areas per lipid in terms of the
volumes per lipid and the vesicle radii. This procedure leads
to the lipid area

ail ¼
vil

‘il
¼ Vil

Nil Rmid � RiHð Þ (32)

for the inner leaflet, which depends on the inner leaflet volume
Vil, the lipid number Nil, and on the two radii Rmid and RiH.
Likewise, the area per lipid, aol, in the outer leaflet now
becomes

aol ¼
vol

‘ol
¼ Vol

Nol RoH � Rmidð Þ (33)

which depends on the outer leaflet volume Vol, the lipid
number Nol, and on the two radii RoH and Rmid.

Thus, the VORON protocol for nanovesicles involves two
computational steps. First, the midsurfaces of the vesicle
bilayers are determined via eqn (28) and (29), which are then
used to decompose the bilayer tensions into its two leaflet
contributions. Second, the areas per lipid in the two leaflets are
computed via eqn (32) and (33), which involve the thicknesses
of the two leaflets as determined by eqn (31). The VORON
protocol for planar bilayers is simpler: it does not involve the
second computational step because the areas per lipid follow
directly from the base area of the planar bilayers and their
computation does not require any decomposition of the
bilayers into their leaflets.

2.2.5 Mean curvatures of inner and outer leaflets. In order
to compare the results for nanovesicles of different sizes, it is
useful to consider the mean curvatures of the inner and outer
leaflets. The inner leaflet contains Nil lipid molecules. Using
eqn (32) for the area per lipid, ail, in the inner leaflet, the area
Ail and the radius Ril of the inner leaflet’s midsurface are
computed via

Ail ¼ ailNil and Ril ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ail= 4pð Þ

p
: (34)

Likewise, using the lipid number Nol and the area per lipid, aol,
of the outer leaflet as given by eqn (33), the area Aol and radius
Rol of the outer leaflet’s midsurface are equal to

Aol ¼ aolNol and Rol ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Aol= 4pð Þ

p
: (35)

In previous studies based on the CHAIN protocol,30,34 the radii
Ril and Rol were obtained using the relations in eqn (S1) and
(S2) (ESI†).

The mean curvatures of the inner and outer leaflets are
inversely proportional to the midsurface radii Ril and Rol of the
two leaflets. Furthermore, in order to display the results for
nanovesicles of different sizes, it is useful to take the mean
curvature Mil of the inner leaflet to be negative and the mean
curvature Mol of the outer leaflet to be positive. Thus, these two
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mean curvatures are taken to be

Mil � �
1

Ril
and Mol � þ

1

Rol
: (36)

2.2.6 Volumes per lipid for different nanovesicle sizes. In
Fig. 9, the results of the VORON protocol for the optimal lipid
volumes v0

il and v0
ol as well as the lateral volume compressibil-

ities Bil and Bol are plotted as functions of the leaflet mean
curvatures Mle for the four different vesicle sizes displayed in
Fig. 1. Inspection of Fig. 9a shows that the optimal lipid
volumes are essentially constant for the two leaflets and for
all four vesicle sizes with v0

il C v0
ol C (3.56� 0.04)d3. The precise

numerical values of the two optimal volumes per lipid are given
in Table S8 (ESI†).

On the other hand, the lateral volume compressibility mod-
uli are always significantly higher for the outer leaflet than for
the inner one as follows from the data in Fig. 9b. Furthermore,
the data in Fig. 9b imply that the inner leaflet volume compres-
sibility changes very little with the mean curvature, whereas the
outer leaflet compressibility strongly increases with increasing
mean curvature.

2.2.7 Areas per lipid for the smallest nanovesicle. To
illustrate the results obtained by the VORON protocol for the
areas per lipid of vesicle bilayers, we first focus on the smallest
nanovesicle with a total number of Nil + Nol = 1500 lipids in
both leaflets, as shown in Fig. 1b. The corresponding data for
the areas per lipid and for the leaflet tensions are displayed in
Fig. 10. Panels a and b of Fig. 10 provide the data for the areas
per lipid, ail and aol, as well as for the leaflet tensions, Sil and
Sol, as functions of the lipid number Nol in the outer leaflet.

The areas per lipid are computed using eqn (32) and (33).
The leaflet tensions are obtained from the decomposition of
the bilayer tension, S = Sil + Sol, as described by eqn (48) in the
Methods section, where the radius Rmid of the midsurface
is determined by eqn (28) and (29). Inspection of Fig. 10b
reveals that both leaflet tensions vanish for Nol = N0

ol = 1067,
which implies N0

il = 1500 � N0
ol = 433. A combination of the two

data sets in Fig. 10a and b provides the leaflet tensions as
functions of the areas per lipid as displayed in Fig. 10c. The
latter plot shows that the optimal areas per lipid, a0

il and a0
ol,

corresponding to vanishing leaflet tensions, are quite different
with a0

ol = 1.114d2 for the outer and a0
il = 1.342d2 for the inner

leaflet.
When the OLT deformations of the smallest nanovesicle

Nil + Nol = 1500 lipids are studied by the CHAIN protocol, we
obtain the data shown in Fig. S5 (ESI†) as well as Tables S10
and S11 (ESI†). Comparison of Fig. S5 (ESI†) with Fig. 10 shows
that the two protocols lead to somewhat different reference
states with tensionless leaflets and to different area compres-
sibilities for the two leaflets.

2.2.8 Areas per lipid for different vesicle sizes. Applying the
VORON protocol as described in Sections 2.2.2–2.2.4 to the
different sizes of nanovesicles in Fig. 1, we obtain the green
data in Fig. 11, which displays the optimal areas per lipid, a0

il

and a0
ol, in Fig. 11a and the area compressibility moduli in

Fig. 11b as functions of the mean curvatures Mil and Mol of the
inner and outer leaflets. As in eqn (36), the mean curvatures Mil

of the inner leaflets are taken to be negative whereas the mean
curvatures Mol of the outer leaflets are positive. In Fig. 11,
we also include the blue data as obtained from the CHAIN
protocol introduced previously30,34 and briefly summarized in
Section S1.1 (ESI†).

Inspection of Fig. 11a shows that all inner leaflets have an
optimal area per lipid, a0

il, that is larger than the optimal area
per lipid in the planar bilayer, a0

ll = a0
ul = a0 (black data point),

whereas all outer leaflets have an optimal area per lipid, a0
ol,

that is smaller than a0. As we increase the diameter of the
nanovesicle, the areas per lipid in the inner and outer leaflets,
a0

il and a0
ol, should approach the limiting value a0 in the planar

bilayer as confirmed by the simulation data in Fig. 11a.

Fig. 9 Optimal volumes per lipid and lateral volume compressibilities for
the four nanovesicles in Fig. 1 as computed by the VORON protocol: (a)
optimal volumes per lipid, vle = v0

il (down-pointing triangles) for the inner
leaflets and vle = v0

ol (up-pointing triangles) for the outer leaflets, as
functions of mean curvature, which is taken to be negative for the inner
leaflets and positive for the outer ones, as in eqn (36); and (b) lateral
volume compressibility moduli Bil and Bol for OLT deformations of the
inner and outer leaflet versus mean curvature. Green data points represent
vesicle leaflets, black data points represent the planar bilayer. Values and
errors were obtained by applying least square fits to the data for the leaflet
tensions as functions of volume per lipid, as in Fig. 8. The numerical values
of the data are in Table S8 (ESI†).
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Furthermore, for a certain diameter of the vesicle bilayer,
the area per lipid in the inner leaflet is always larger than the
area per lipid in the outer leaflet as in Fig. 10a and 11a. Thus,
for each nanovesicle, the inner leaflet is more loosely packed
compared to the outer leaflet. This difference in molecular
packing is consistent with the intuitive view that lipids with two
hydrocarbon chains prefer to reside in a weakly rather than in a
strongly curved surface. Therefore, when these lipids are forced to
pack into the more highly curved inner leaflet, they experience an
increased ‘‘geometric frustration’’ which leads to a looser mole-
cular packing and to an increased area per lipid. In contrast, the
computational procedure used in ref. 56 leads to areas per lipid in
the outer leaflet that are larger than the areas per lipid in the inner
leaflets (Section S1.2, Fig. S6 and Table S10, ESI†).

2.2.9 Area compressibilities of vesicle leaflets. We now
consider elastic deformations of the reference states of the
nanovesicles which lead to deviations of the areas per lipid
from their optimal values. We focus on elastic OLT deforma-
tions, in which we start from a reference state with tensionless
leaflets and first reshuffle lipids between the two leaflets for
constant total lipid number Nil + Nol. In a second step, we then
adjust the vesicle volume to obtain a bilayer with vanishing
bilayer tension, S = Sil + Sol = 0. In close analogy to the planar

Fig. 10 Elastic OLT deformations of the smallest nanovesicles with a total
number of Nil + Nol = 1500 lipids in both leaflets. (a) and (b) Areas per lipid,
ail and aol, as well as leaflet tensions Sil and Sol of the inner and outer
leaflets as functions of the lipid number Nol in the outer leaflet. The
reference state with tensionless leaflets is described by the vertical dotted
lines at Nol = N0

ol = 1067; and (c) leaflet tensions Sil and Sol as functions of
the lipid areas. The data for the inner leaflet are in red, those for the outer
leaflet in black. The midsurfaces of the OLT states as well as the areas per
lipid are computed via the VORON protocol, as described in Sections 2.2.3
and 2.2.4. The vertical dotted lines represent the optimal areas per lipid as
given by a0

ol = 1.114d2 for the outer and a0
il = 1.342d2 for the inner leaflet.

The numerical values of the data are displayed in Table S7 (ESI†).

Fig. 11 Optimal areas per lipid, ale, and area compressibility moduli, Kle,
for the four sizes of nanovesicles in Fig. 1, as obtained via the VORON
protocol (filled green data points): (a) Optimal areas per lipid, a0

il and a0
ol, of

the inner and outer leaflets versus their mean curvature, which is taken to
be positive for the outer and negative for the inner leaflet, as in eqn (36). It
follows from these data that, for all nanovesicles, the optimal area per lipid,
a0

il , in the inner leaflet is larger than the optimal area per lipid, a0
ol in the

outer leaflet. Futhermore these areas per lipid fulfill the inequalities a0
il 4

a0 4 a0
ol where a0 (black data point) is the area per lipid of the planar bilayer

as in eqn (5); and (b) Area compressibility modulus Kle for OLT deforma-
tions of the two leaflets versus their mean curvature. For comparison,
another set of data (open blue data points) as obtained from the CHAIN
protocol is also included. The black data points for zero mean curvature
correspond to the planar bilayer with vanishing mean curvature. Mean
values and errors are estimated from least squares fitting of the data for the
leaflet tensions as functions of the areas per lipid. The numerical values of
the green data are in Table S12 (ESI†), those of the blue data in Table S13a
(ESI†).
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bilayer case, we define the area dilations

Dail �
ail � a0il

a0il
for the inner leaflet (37)

and

Daol �
aol � a0ol

a0ol
for the outer leaflet: (38)

To leading order in these area dilations, the leaflet tensions Sle

with le = il or le = ol behave as

Sle � KleDale ¼ Kle

ale � a0le
a0le

(39)

during elastic OLT deformations where Kle represents the area
compressibility modulus of the inner or outer leaflet. For
notational simplicity, we omit the subscript OLT from the
modulus Kle, but all area compressibilities for nanovesicles as
described here and below are obtained for OLT deformations.

The data for the area compressibilities Kil and Kol as
obtained via the VORON protocol are displayed by the filled
green data symbols in Fig. 11b as a function of the mean
curvature of the two leaflets, where we again take the inner and
outer leaflets to have negative and positive mean curvature,
respectively, as in eqn (36). In Fig. 11b, we also include the open
blue data as obtained by computing the midsurfaces of the two
leaflets from the CHAIN protocol as discussed in Section S1.1
(ESI†). For both data sets in Fig. 11b, the area compressibility
modulus increases monotonically with increasing mean curva-
ture. Therefore, we conclude that the area compressibilities of
the two leaflets satisfy

Kil o Kol (elastic OLT deformations) (40)

which implies that the inner leaflet is more compressible than
the outer one.

2.2.10 Leaflet tension space for nanovesicles. For nanove-
sicles, elastic OLT deformations can be studied in close analogy
to the OLT deformations of planar bilayers. These deformations
correspond to the black data in Fig. 12 which displays the
leaflet tension space for vesicle bilayers with a total number of
Nil + Nol = 2525 lipids in both leaflets. The reference state with
tensionless leaflets is obtained for Nil = 840 and Nol = 1685.
Each of the black data points in Fig. 12 involves the reshuffling
of a certain number of lipids from one leaflet to the other and
changing the vesicle volume to reach a vesicle bilayer with
vanishing bilayer tension S = Sil + Sol = 0.

To generate the green data for vesicle inflation or deflation
(VID) in Fig. 12, we start again from the reference state with
Sil = Sol = 0 but now change the vesicle volume in order to
increase or decrease the bilayer tension, thereby mimicking the
experimental procedure of osmotic inflation or deflation. Note
that the green data do not follow the main diagonal, in contrast
to the equal leaflet tension (ELT) data in Fig. 3. Therefore,
during a VID step, both leaflet tensions are changed by differ-
ent amounts. In order to obtain a vesicle bilayer with equal
leaflet tensions, Sil = Sol, we have to add a second step, in which

lipids are again reshuffled between the leaflets. However,
compared to the OLT deformations, the lipid reshuffling has
to be iterated several times because we need to change both
leaflet tensions in different ways. Thus, during each of these
iterative steps, we vary the lipid numbers, Nil and Nol, in the two
leaflets, determine the corresponding midsurface of the vesicle
bilayer, and compute the two leaflet tensions from the decom-
position of the stress profile, a somewhat tedious and time-
consuming procedure.

3 Summary and outlook

In summary, we studied the elastic properties of lipid bilayers,
both for planar and for spherical geometries as displayed in
Fig. 1. For planar geometry, we primarily studied bilayers with a
total number of 1682 lipids in both leaflets. To compute the
leaflet tensions Sll and Sul in the lower and upper leaflets of
asymmetric bilayers, we introduced a new computational
method, called VORON, to determine the midsurfaces of these
bilayers (Section 2.1.4). This method is based on computing the
molecular volumes of lipid and water molecules via Voronoi
tessellation (Fig. 2).

We then used the two leaflet tensions Sll and Sul in the lower
and upper leaflets to define a two-dimensional parameter space
for such bilayers (Fig. 3). We focussed on two types of elastic

Fig. 12 Leaflet tension space for the closed bilayers of nanovesicles with
a total number of Nil + Nol = 2525 lipids in both leaflets. The two
coordinates are the leaflet tensions Sil and Sol in the inner and outer
leaflets. The midsurfaces of the vesicle bilayers are determined via
the VORON protocol. Negative and positive leaflet tensions describe
compressed and stretched leaflets. The reference state with tensionless
leaflets, corresponding to Sil = Sol = 0, is obtained for a vesicle bilayer with
Nil = 840 lipids in the inner leaflet and Nol = 1685 lipids in the outer one.
The black data correspond to elastic OLT deformations obtained from the
reference state by reshuffling lipids from one leaflet to the other and
adjusting the vesicle volume to obtain tensionless bilayers with S = Sil +
Sol = 0. The green data represent the elastic deformations arising from
changes in vesicle volume, corresponding to vesicle inflation or deflation
(VID). The numerical values of the VID data are in Table S14 (ESI†).
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deformations characterized by equal leaflet tensions (ELT) with
Sul = Sll and by opposite leaflet tensions (OLT) with Sul = �Sll.
We then determined the area compressibility moduli both for
ELT and for OLT deformations. The data for ELT and OLT
deformations are displayed in Fig. 4 and 5, the analysis of these
data leads to the numerical values for the area compressibility
moduli KELT and KOLT in eqn (12) and (13). Our data clearly
show that KELT and KOLT have different numerical values.

Next, we characterized the reference states of planar bilayers
with tensionless leaflets by their optimal volumes per lipid and
introduced lateral volume compressibilities, BELT and BOLT, to
describe the response of the lipid volume to ELT and OLT
deformations. The numerical value of the optimal volume per
lipid, vle, is given by eqn (15) and the lateral volume compres-
sibilities BELT and BOLT a BELT by eqn (19) and (21).

Planar bilayers have zero mean curvature. To address the
curvature dependence of the elastic behavior, we studied four
different sizes of nanovesicles as shown in Fig. 1b–e. The
extension of the VORON protocol to nanovesicles is described
in Sections 2.2.2–2.2.4. As for planar bilayers, this protocol
is based on the volumes of the individual molecular groups
which are computed by Voronoi tessellation. As a result of this
protocol, we obtained the optimal volumes per lipid, which
characterize the reference states with tensionless leaflets, as
well as the lateral volume compressibilities.

The optimal volumes per lipid, v0
il for the inner and v0

ol for
the outer leaflets, are displayed in Fig. 9a for the different
vesicle sizes studied here. Inspection of this figure reveals that
the optimal lipid volumes are essentially independent of vesicle
size and have practically the same value in both leaflets, see
also the optimal volumes per lipid for the smallest nanovesicle
as given by eqn (23) and (24). The elastic response of the lipid
volume to the leaflet tensions defines the lateral volume
compressibilities Bil and Bol of the inner and outer leaflets,
see eqn (26) and (27). These compressibilities are plotted in
Fig. 9b for the different vesicle sizes and in the inset of Fig. 8 for
the smallest nanovesicle. The data in Fig. 9b imply that Bil and
Bol have rather different values for all sizes of the nanovesicles.
More precisely, these data reveal that the lipid volume in the
inner leaflet of a nanovesicle is always more compressible than
in the outer leaflet.

Using the VORON protocol, the areas per lipid can also be
computed in the two leaflets of vesicle bilayers, using
the volumes of different subcompartments as described in
Section 2.2.4. For the smallest nanovesicles, this procedure
leads to areas per lipid as displayed in Fig. 10 as functions of
the lipid number in the outer leaflet. Inspection of this figure
reveals that the area per lipid in the outer leaflet is always
smaller than the area per lipid in the inner leaflet, which
implies that the lipids are more densely packed in the outer
leaflet. The same difference in the packing densities is also
observed for larger nanovesicles. This property is demonstrated
in Fig. 11a for the optimal areas per lipid, a0

il in the inner
leaflets and a0

ol o a0
il in the outer leaflets. The area compressi-

bilities obtained from the VORON protocol are shown by the
green data symbols in Fig. 11b. The latter data imply that the

area compressibility modulus of the outer leaflet is larger than
the modulus of the inner leaflet, that is, that the inner leaflet is
more compressible than the outer leaflet.

The VORON protocol developed here will be useful for a
variety of more complex bilayer systems. First of all, this
protocol can be extended to bilayers with several lipid compo-
nents. These systems involve additional compositional vari-
ables and may exhibit two-phase coexistence regions which
lead to different domains within the bilayers. One particularly
interesting system are multicomponent bilayers with one lipid
species that undergoes frequent flip–flops on the time scale of
the simulations. For planar bilayers, the results of two previous
studies33,62 led to different conclusions about the time-
dependent relaxation of the leaflet tensions, and it would be
rather interesting to extend these studies to nanovesicles.

Finally, the VORON protocol may also be applied to non-
spherical shapes of nanovesicles. One challenge to address in
future simulation studies is the optimal volume per lipid for
such more complex shapes of the nanovesicles. Based on our
result that the volume per lipid is practically independent of the
size and mean curvature of the vesicles (Fig. 9a), we expect that
essentially the same volume per lipid applies to all vesicle
shapes as well.

4 Methods
4.1 Dissipative particle dynamics (DPD)

DPD is a coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulation tech-
nique for which the molecular model is built up from soft
beads with short-range interactions. Compared to other simu-
lation methods, the DPD approach has several advantages as
described in our recent review.63 Our systems are built up from
water (W) beads representing, on average, three water mole-
cules and from lipid molecules with two chains, each of which
consists of six hydrophobic chain (C) beads31 as shown in
Fig. 13. The lipid head group connecting the two chains is
represented by three hydrophilic head (H) beads. All beads have
the same diameter d and the same mass mbe.

The bulk water density has the standard DPD value rW = 3/d3

to reproduce the compressibility of bulk water at room tem-
perature T = 298 K.64 To suppress finite size effects as observed,
e.g., in ref. 65, the water bead density away from the bilayer is
always taken to be equal to rW = 3/d3. We use dimensionless
quantities defined in units of the bead diameter d, the bead

Fig. 13 Different types of beads used for the coarse-grained lipid–water
model studied here: water (W) bead (blue) representing three water
molecules. A lipid molecule consists of three head group (H) beads (red)
and two linear hydrocarbon chains, each of which contains six chain (C)
beads (yellow). Bonded interactions are indicated by short black tics
connecting two beads.
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mass mbe, and the thermal energy kBT, where kB is the Boltzmann
constant.

4.2 Interaction forces between beads

The total force acting between two beads consists of three
terms:66,67 the conservative force

-

FC, the dissipative force
-

FD,
and the random force

-

FR. When the forces act between two
beads i and j with position vectors -

ri and -
rj, they depend on the

quantities

~rij �~ri �~rj ; rij � j~rij j; and r̂ij �
~rij
rij

(41)

where r̂ij is the unit vector pointing from j to i. The conservative
force

-

FC
ij acting between i and j is

~FC
ij ¼ fij 1� rij

d

� �
r̂ij (42)

for 0 o rij r d and vanishes for rij 4 d. The force parameters fij

are displayed in Table 1 and have the same values as in
previous studies.30,31

The dissipative force
-

FD
ij is given by

~FD
ij ¼ �gij 1� rij

d

� �2
r̂ij �~vij
� �

r̂ij (43)

with the dissipative force parameter gij as in Table 1 and the
velocity difference vector -vij �

-vi �
-vj. Finally, the random force

-

FR
ij represents thermal noice acting on the two beads i and j and

is taken to be

~FR
ij ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2gijkBT

q
1� rij

d

� �
zijðtÞr̂ij (44)

where zij(t) represents Gaussian white noise.
The force parameters fij and gij in Table 1 are chosen to

mimic hydrophobic interactions. For example, repulsive and
dissipative forces between a water bead and a chain bead are
significantly stronger than those between a water bead and a
headgroup bead, leading to bilayer or micelle formation in a
lipid–water mixture.

Bonded interaction potentials between the H and C beads
do not depend on the bead type and are taken to have the
harmonic form

Ubond(r) = k(r � r0)2 (45)

for the distance r between the bonded beads with the spring
constant k = 64kBT/d2 and the equilibrium distance r0 = 0.5d. In
addition, in the lipid chains, two neighboring bonds, which

connect three C beads and form the angle Y, experience the
bending potential

Ubend(Y) = kY(1 � cos(Y � Y0)) (46)

with the bending constant kY = 15kBT and the optimal bond–
bond angle Y0 = p = 1801.

4.3 System preparation

Planar bilayers. We assembled and simulated three different
sizes of planar bilayers, which contained a total number of
Nll + Nul = 1200, 1682, and 2000 lipids in the lower and upper
leaflets. In the main text, we focus on planar bilayers with Nll +
Nul = 1682 but additional results on the other two sizes are
provided in the ESI.† We observed no flip–flops, i.e., each lipid
remained in its initial leaflet throughout the simulations.

Nanovesicles. We assembled and studied nanovesicles of
four different sizes, with Nil and Nol lipids in the inner and
outer leaflets. The largest vesicle with Nil + Nol = 10 100 was
assembled with the initial radius Rini = 22.1d, corresponding to
the equilibrated value obtained previously.30 Here, we extended
these previous simulations and added three smaller nano-
vesicles with a total lipid number of Nil + Nol = 6312, 2525,
and 1500 lipids. For each value of Nil + Nol, we simulated seven
to nine vesicles with different lipid distributions in the two
leaflets (Table S15, ESI†).

To assemble the nanovesicles, the inner leaflet was initially
placed on a spherical shell between Rini � 2.79d and Rini, and
the outer leaflet on a shell between Rini and Rini + 2.194d. The
values for the leaflet thicknesses (2.79d and 2.194d) were
extracted from the data for the reference system in ref. 30.
Water beads inside the vesicle were initially placed inside a
sphere of radius Rini � 2.79d, and the external water beads
filled the volume outside a sphere of radius Rini + 2.105d.

The initial vesicle radii Rini, the total number of water beads,
NoW, in the outer water compartment, and the linear dimen-
sions L of the cubic box sizes are listed in Table S15 (ESI†). For
each value of the total lipid numbers, Nil + Nol, the number of
water beads outside the vesicle, NoW, was kept fixed, while the
number of internal waters, NiW, was adjusted to reach the
tensionless bilayer state. These tensionless states can be
reached in an iterative manner starting from an educated guess
for NiW.

4.4 Simulation protocols

The initial lipid–water systems were set up using packmol68

and subsequently translated into LAMPPS-readable format with
moltemplate.69 In order to determine the reference state and
the OLT deformations of the planar bilayers, which are char-
acterized by vanishing bilayer tension, we used the semi-
isotropic NPT ensemble to equilibrate the bilayers for 125 000
timesteps or about 1.25 ms. For ELT deformations, the barostat
was applied only along the z-direction. Each nanovesicle, con-
sisting of Nil lipids in the inner leaflet, Nol lipids in the outer
leaflets and NiW water beads within the vesicle interior, was also
equilibrated for 125 000 timesteps E1.25 ms, now in the iso-
tropic NPT-ensemble. Three replicas of these equilibrated

Table 1 Conservative and dissipative force parameters, fij and gij

fij H C W

H 30 50 30
C 10 75
W 25

gij H C W

H 4.5 9.0 4.5
C 4.5 20.0
W 4.5
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systems were run independently for another 1.25 ms in the
NVT-ensemble, followed by a 5 ms production run in NVT. The
replicas started from the same initial bead positions and bead
velocities, but with different random number generator seeds.

4.5 Bead densities and statistical analysis

Distributions and densities of the head, chain, and water beads
were obtained using the LAMMPS built-in tool. Leaflet volumes
were calculated as the sum of volumes of Voronoi cells assigned
to specific bead types divided by the number of lipids in each
leaflet, see eqn (2) for planar bilayers and eqn (22) for nano-
vesicles. The Voronoi tessellation is implemented within the
LAMMPS package,57 using the Voro++ library.58

All calculated values (pressure tensor components, densi-
ties, volumes) were sampled by averaging over 500 frames with
100 time steps in between. Such sampling was performed every
50 000 frames, to obtain 10 values for each simulation, and 30
for each system. The bin width in the radial coordinate was
0.25d. All integration operations were made using the trapezoid
method.

4.6 Stress profiles and leaflet tensions

Planar bilayers. For a planar bilayer, the normal and tangen-
tial components of the pressure tensor, PN and PT, depend only
on the Cartesian coordinate z perpendicular to the bilayer. As a
consequence, the stress profile across the bilayer depends on z
and is given by s(z) = PN(z) � PT(z).29,70–72 The stress profile was
computed by using the LAMMPS implementation of the pres-
sure tensor.73 The bilayer tension S of the planar bilayer was
obtained by integrating the stress profile s(z) over z.

The decomposition of the bilayer tension S into the two
leaflet tensions Sll and Sul was achieved by the definition of
an approriate midplane based on the VORON protocol, see
Sections 2.1.3 and 2.1.4, which leads to31,34

Sll ¼
ðzmid

zmid�7d
dzsðzÞ and Sul ¼

ðzmidþ7d

zmid

dzsðzÞ: (47)

The integration limits zmid � 7d and zmid + 7d ensure that each
integration covers the whole leaflet but, at the same time, cuts
off the fluctuations in the stress profile arising from thermally-
excited density fluctuations and bilayer undulations.

Spherical nanovesicles. Because of the spherical symmetry,
the normal and tangential components of the pressure tensor
now depend on the radial coordinate r, and the stress profile
across the bilayer is given by s(r) = PN(r) � PT(r).30,72,73 The
bilayer tension S is obtained by integrating the stress profile
s(r) over r, and the two leaflet tensions Sil and Sol of the inner
and outer leaflet are obtained via

Sil ¼
ðRmid

Rmid�7d
drsðrÞ and Sol ¼

ðRmidþ7d

Rmid

drsðrÞ: (48)

The radius Rmid of the bilayer’s midsurface was determined by
the VORON protocol as explained in Sections 2.2.2–2.2.4.
In Fig. 11, the results of the VORON protocol are compared
with the results of the CHAIN protocol; in Fig. S6 (ESI†), these

results are also compared with an alternative procedure56 based
on the headgroup layers.
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